Helping you plan, design,
and strategize to create
cohesive & inclusive cities.

OUR MISSION

We are a nonprofit organization
based in Canada committed to
shaping healthier, more inclusive, and
resilient cities through meaningful
collaboration.
To accomplish this, we produce events, create engagement
opportunities, carry out actionable research, and disseminate
knowledge through our editorial platforms, focusing specifically
on housing, environment, mobility, and wellbeing.

Our vision is to bring all sectors together to spark innovative and
future-proof solutions.
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OUR UNIQUE APPROACH

CONVENE

We bring the right partners together to
address challenges with a transdisciplinary
and systemic lens.

We do this through:
• events
• tailored engagement
• enabling partnerships

INSPIRE POSITIVE CHANGE

We amplify and leverage successful solutions
implemented by cities, organizations, and
local communities.

We do this through:
• learning expeditions
• masterclasses
• in-depth dialogues

CREATE & SHARE KNOWLEDGE

We share the wisdom of lived experience and
emerging lessons that enable others to shape
better and more inclusive cities.

We do this through:
• applied research
• research translation
• editorial platforms

FORMATS

We accomplish our
goals through a wide
range of formats and
services, tailored to
specific needs and
objectives.

LEARNING EXPEDITION

BIG PICTURE

Immersive experience bringing

Our editorial platform

participants to a host city.

exploring complex urban
challenges through curated

MASTERCLASS

collections of op-eds.

Professional training program
offering both novel conceptual

THREESIXTYCITY

frameworks and practical tools.

Our weekly podcast about the
latest urban trends.

WORKSHOPS
Each format can be adapted for various topics

Interactive and collaborative

ANALYTICAL REPORTS

within our focus areas, and they can be combined to

sessions to brainstorm solutions.

A comprehensive collection

offer a comprehensive and holistic experience that
meets individual needs.
We offer in-person, virtual, or hybrid services. These
formats range from a one-off, 2-hour event to a
series spanning over several weeks.

of information that leads to
PANEL DISCUSSIONS

Exchanges between high-level,
multi-sectoral experts.

concrete recommendations.

OUR NETWORK

We work with a wide array
of collaborators.

MEMBERS

PARTNERS

CLIENTS

SPONSORS

FELLOWS

GUI

Our Global Urban Innovators – startups
& social enterprises operating for

Our members benefit from year-round access to our global network of

less than five years – benefit from

urban experts, tailored creative content production, and visibility on our

membership options at a reduced rate.

editorial platforms. We collaborate with them on a wide range of projects
within our focus areas. If you are interested in becoming a member, please

We also work with sponsors, clients, and

reach out and we will be happy to connect and collaborate!

partners on short-term, specific projects.

OUR GLOBAL PRESENCE
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